Arctic feedbacks accelerate climate change through carbon releases from thawing permafrost and higher solar absorption from reductions in the surface albedo, following loss of sea ice and land snow. Here, we include dynamic emulators of complex physical models in the integrated assessment model PAGE-ICE to explore nonlinear transitions in the Arctic feedbacks and their subsequent impacts on the global climate and economy under the Paris Agreement scenarios. The permafrost feedback is increasingly positive in warmer climates, while the albedo feedback weakens as the ice and snow melt. Combined, these two factors lead to significant increases in the mean discounted economic effect of climate change: +4.0% ($24.8 trillion) under the 1.5°C scenario, +5.5% ($33.8 trillion) under the 2°C scenario, and +4.8% ($66.9 trillion) under mitigation levels consistent with the current national pledges. Considering the nonlinear Arctic feedbacks makes the 1.5°C target marginally more economically attractive than the 2°C target, although both are statistically equivalent.
T he Arctic region is warming twice as fast as the global average 1 , manifested by a decrease in sea ice, snow and glaciers and permafrost degradation relative to their benchmark average states for the period between 1979 and 2005 [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . These changes can accelerate global warming further through a variety of climatic feedbacks. Carbon from thawing permafrost released into the atmosphere results in the permafrost carbon feedback (PCF) 7, 8 . Decreasing sea ice and land snow covers increase solar absorption in high latitudes, causing the surface albedo feedback (SAF) 9, 10 . Both feedbacks amplify the anthropogenic signal.
The PCF and SAF represent three of the thirteen main tipping elements the Earth's climate system identified in recent surveys [11] [12] [13] . Tipping elements are physical processes acting as positive nonlinear climate and biosphere feedbacks that, after passing a threshold, could irreversibly shift the planetary system to a new warmer state 13 . They could cause additional impacts on ecosystems, economies and societies throughout the world. The risk of triggering the tipping elements is one of the arguments for adopting the ambitious 1.5°C and 2°C targets in the Paris Agreement [14] [15] [16] . Therefore, a rigorous quantitative assessment of the climate tipping elements under different climatic and socioeconomic scenarios is required to estimate their impacts and narrow down the uncertainties.
Despite significant advances documented by the IPCC 5th Assessment Report (AR5) 6 , projections of future climate using general circulation models (GCMs) from the 5th climate model inter-comparison project (CMIP5) do not include the PCF 17, 18 , although several models are set to incorporate the PCF in their next versions as part of CMIP6. Consequently, most climate policy assessments based on results from the GCMs underestimate the extent of global warming in response to anthropogenic emissions. The SAF, on the other hand, is present in GCM climate projections through the coupling of sea ice and land surface models to atmosphere and ocean models 17 . However, existing estimates of the total economic impact of climate change under different policy assumptions using integrated assessment models (IAMs) assume that radiative forcing from the SAF increases linearly with global mean temperature 19, 20 , which is inconsistent with predictions of the GCMs 21 .
In this paper, we explore nonlinear transitions in the statedependent PCF and SAF, and estimate the resulting climatic and economic impacts globally. To perform the analysis, we develop dynamic model emulators of the nonlinear PCF and SAF, which are comparatively simple statistical surrogates of the highly complex physical models. The emulators are integrated within PAGE-ICE, a new development of the PAGE09 IAM 19, 20 that includes a number of updates to climate science and economics (Methods, Supplementary Note 1). The climatic impacts focus on changes in the global mean surface temperature (GMST) and the economic impacts focus on the net present value (NPV) of the total cost associated with future climate change. We consider a wide range of scenarios: zero emissions after 2020, the 1.5°C and 2°C targets for 2100 and the nationally determined contributions (NDCs) from the Paris Agreement, and a business as usual (BaU) scenario. We also introduce an intermediate 2.5°C target, which requires more mitigation than is proposed by the NDCs, and an NDCs Partial scenario with a persistent under-delivery on pledges consistent with an estimated long-term effect of the US's withdrawal from the Paris Agreement. The scenarios extend out to 2300 to capture the effects of multiple slow physical processes including the PCF and the loss of the winter sea ice under high emissions pathways. While very long horizons like this may appear irrelevant from the point of view of the actual socio-economic processes, the well-established technological, demographic and resource constraints 22, 23 imply that the range of scenarios is still plausible beyond the 21st century 24 .
In addition to the PCF and SAF, Arctic feedbacks include carbon emissions from thawing sub-sea permafrost, boreal forest uptake and changes in ocean circulation from the melting of the Greenland ice sheet 13, 25 , which we do not explicitly simulate it in this study. Emissions from thawing sub-sea permafrost on Arctic shelf are poorly understood in comparison with land permafrost emissions 26 . The boreal forest and Greenland ice sheet feedbacks are beyond the scope of this study, along with the non-Arctic tipping elements and other major uncertain elements in the climate system such as the cloud feedback 27 . While not modelled directly, many of these effects are included implicitly in the PAGE-ICE IAM through a number of uncertain climate system parameters constrained according to the latest literature (Methods, Supplementary Note 1).
Our results show that the PCF gets progressively stronger in warmer climates, while the SAF weakens. Both feedbacks are characterised by nonlinear equilibrium responses to warming. The PCF also develops state-dependent lagged behaviour. Compared with zero PCF and constant SAF, which are the legacy values that have been used in climate policy modelling to date, the combined nonlinear PCF and SAF cause statistically significant extra warming globally under the low and medium emissions scenarios. For high emissions scenarios, the strength of the PCF saturates, and the weakening SAF gradually cancels the warming effect of the PCF; for BaU, this takes place from the second half of the 22nd century onwards. Nevertheless, under all scenarios, the predominantly warmer future climate associated with the nonlinear PCF and SAF relative to their legacy values translates into marginal increases in the total discounted economic effect of climate change. These increases, which are significant for all scenarios except for BaU, occur through additional temperaturedriven impacts on economy, ecosystems and human health, additional impacts from sea level rise, as well as highly uncertain extra impacts from social discontinuities and climate tipping elements other than the PCF and SAF. Even with the legacy PCF and SAF, emissions pathways in the range between the 1.5°C and 2°C targets lead to the lowest total economic effects of climate change compared to all other scenarios. Considering the nonlinear PCF and SAF makes the pathways towards the lower end of the range covered by the Paris Agreement targets marginally more economically attractive.
Results
Nonlinear PCF and SAF. We base the PCF emulator on simulated emissions of thawed permafrost carbon from the two permafrost-enabled global land surface models (LSMs): SiBCASA (Simple Biosphere/Carnegie-Ames-Stanford Approach) and JULES (Joint UK Land Environment Simulator) 7, 28, 29 (Fig. 1) . Permafrost carbon is organic matter buried and frozen in permafrost. The two LSMs have markedly different responses to future climate change: SiBCASA appears to be on the upper end and JULES on the lower end of the reference multi-models studies 8, 29, 30 (Supplementary Note 2, Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Their combined use here provides a suitable estimate of the range of permafrost responses arising from uncertainty in LSM parameterizations.
Our uncertainty estimate also depends on the range of global climate model (GCM) outputs used to force the LSMs, accounting for both the structural uncertainty arising from the different GCM's climate sensitivities, as well as the irreducible uncertainty arising from weather and climate variability. To capture this uncertainty in the PCF, both LSMs were forced with output from a range of GCMs, sampling the full range of expected Arctic responses under a given climate scenario to 2300. SiBCASA is an explicit LSM and was run to 2300 with output from five CMIP5 GCMs under two scenarios, whereas JULES was configured to run to 2300 with output from 22 CMIP3 GCMs under three climate scenarios (Fig. 1) . Having information to 2300 is important to capture the nonlinear transitions in the permafrost emissions.
The dynamic PCF emulator uses a statistical fit to SiBCASA and JULES outputs for the land permafrost carbon emissions in the form of CO 2 and methane, capturing nonlinear effects seen in the LSM simulations. The PCF emulator only models the emitted permafrost carbon explicitly, while also accounting for the time lags between the temperature rise, thawed carbon and emitted carbon, as well as the uncertainty in the initial permafrost carbon stock 31 . The PAGE-ICE model adds the permafrost fluxes from the PCF emulator to the anthropogenic global CO 2 and methane emissions that follow a given climate scenario.
We base the SAF emulator on the ALL/CLR method of calculating the SAF using downward and upward atmospheric transmissivity and reflectivity inferred from climate models (GCMs) 32, 33 . The method involves an atmospheric reflectivity parameterisation, which represents the effect of clouds and is based on clear sky and all sky shortwave fluxes diagnosed from the GCMs. It allows us to account for the localised changes to the cloud cover and its effect on the SAF in line with the physical interactions represented in the fully-coupled CMIP5 models (Supplementary Figure 2) [34] [35] [36] . We do not compute the global cloud feedback; instead, it is included implicitly in the ECS parameter in the PAGE-ICE model and is assumed to be stateindependent (see the section on the robustness of the results below).
We use historic and RCP8.5 simulations of 16 CMIP5 GCMs that have the diagnostic variables required for the SAF calculation (Supplementary Table 1) 32 . While short of the complete CMIP5 ensemble, these models sample the full range of Arctic responses as seen in the whole ensemble. Eight of the models have simulations that extend out to 2300, which is necessary to capture the nonlinear transitions in the SAF. Each model has its own domains for Arctic sea ice and land snow covers based on their respective monthly maximum extents during the pre-industrial period. The SAF, therefore, is separated into the northern hemispheric sea ice, northern hemispheric land snow and rest of the world. The components are represented as functions of the GMST rise individually for each model, at which point the multimodel statistics is established (Fig. 2) . The sea ice and land snow components of the SAF peak for the GMST anomalies between 0-1°C and 1-3°C, respectively, coinciding with the loss of the summer sea ice 2,37 and spring and summer land snow 38 covers coupled with high Arctic insolation. However, both components decrease for higher GMST as the sea ice and land snow covers continue to decline, and eventually approach zero when the covers disappear. The plateau in the sea ice SAF component between 5-7°C coincides with the loss of the spring sea ice 39, 40 . In contrast, the SAF for the rest of the world stays nearly constant until high GMST anomalies.
The SAF emulator models the global SAF as a function of the GMST (Methods), reproducing the nearly monotonic decline driven largely by the Arctic sea ice and land snow components. While IAMs other than PAGE-ICE have implied unrealistic constant SAF (dashed lines in Fig. 2 ), which is implicitly included in the 2 × CO 2 ECS parameter (Methods), the SAF emulator accounts for the difference between the nonlinear SAF and its constant legacy value. It alters the governing equation for the GMST change in PAGE-ICE by adding extra terms to the total anthropogenic radiative forcing (RF) for a given climate scenario (Supplementary Note 3).
GMST changes due to the nonlinear PCF and SAF. Figure 3 shows the medians and 25-75% ranges for the GMST projections relative to pre-industrial levels for the climate scenarios considered, obtained using PAGE-ICE with the legacy values of the PCF and SAF. For the PCF, the legacy value is zero emissions from permafrost since the PCF is not included in most climate projections using GCMs 18 . For the SAF, the legacy value is constant SAF of 0.35 ± 0.05 W m −2 K −1 , which corresponds to 2 × CO 2 equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) calibrated according to IPCC AR5. In subsequent sections, our main results report the difference between the climatic and economic impacts of the nonlinear PCF and SAF and their respective legacy values. Further details appear in Methods. Figure 4 shows the means and ±1SD ranges of the absolute changes in GMST until 2300 due to the nonlinear PCF, SAF and PCF & SAF combined, measured relative to their respective Because the legacy value is zero, the PCF increases GMST for all scenarios (Fig. 4a) . The slow response of permafrost to thaw means the change in GMST before 2100 due to the PCF is nearly the same for all scenarios except Zero Emissions. The difference between the scenarios only becomes apparent in the 22nd and 23rd centuries, with the GMST effect of the PCF becoming progressively stronger as emissions increase towards BaU. The GMST increases are virtually indistinguishable between NDCs, NDCs Partial and BaU because the marginal effect on GMST of additional CO 2 emissions from the PCF drops as total atmospheric CO 2 concentrations increase. In addition, the highest emissions scenarios exhaust the permafrost carbon stocks in some simulations, causing a drop in the annual CO 2 flux from permafrost beyond 2200. This results in carbon removal from the atmosphere through CO 2 ocean uptake (Supplementary Note 4, Supplementary Fig. 3 ) and causes a slight decline in the GMST effect of the PCF in the 23rd century for the BaU scenario.
The nonlinear SAF is dominated by the decrease of its sea ice and land snow components (Fig. 2) , resulting in less warming and negative GMST changes compared to the constant legacy SAF (Fig. 4b) . The NDCs, NDCs Partial and BaU scenarios have the largest temperature increases and greatest decreases in land snow and sea ice SAF components, and thus show the greatest negative differences in GMST. The differences are the highest for BaU with nearly ice-free oceans and snow-free land even in winter after 2200. For the Zero Emissions, 1.5°C, 2.0°C and 2.5°C scenarios, there are small increases in GMST for the entire time period due to the small peaks in the sea ice and land snow SAF components within this temperature range (Fig. 2) . Overall, the constant legacy SAF appears reasonable for low emission scenarios, but overestimates GMST for high emission scenarios according to the current generation of climate models (CMIP5), with no apparent tipping points ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ).
The nonlinear SAF can partially compensate for the PCF (Fig. 4c ). For the high emission NDC, NDC Partial, and BaU scenarios, reduced warming due to the nonlinear response of the SAF partially cancels out warming due to the PCF. The effect is strongest for the BaU scenario, where the change in GMST from the legacy value switches sign from positive to negative. The SAF slightly amplifies the PCF for the low emission scenarios where the constant SAF forcing assumption remains valid (Zero Emissions, 1.5°C, 2.0°C and 2.5°C). This means IAMs that do not include the PCF and assume a constant SAF will underestimate GMST by between 0.1 and 0.2 C for all but the highest emissions scenarios. These findings stemming from the nonlinearities both in the PCF and SAF have been overlooked in climate policy studies so far (Supplementary Note 5) [41] [42] [43] [44] . Implications for the total economic effect of climate change. The NPV of the total economic effect of climate change, denoted as C NPV , consists of mitigation costs, adaptation costs and climate-related economic impacts aggregated until 2300 and discounted using equity weighting and a pure time preference rate 45 . We base the economic impacts due to changing temperatures on a recent macro-econometric analysis of historic temperature shocks on economic growth in multiple countries 46 . We project the economic impact function derived from this analysis onto the 8 global regions of the PAGE model 19 using gridded population-weighted ERA-Interim reanalysis data 47 for mean climatological temperatures in the base year, and adapt it to fit with the consumption-only approach for climate impacts in PAGE with no lasting effects on economic growth. Termed the level effects 46 , this provides a likely lower end estimate for the economic impacts and also allows one to compare directly with the default PAGE09 impact functions [48] [49] [50] [51] , for which the original results for the PCF were derived 41 . We also carry out updates to the sea level rise driver, discontinuity impacts and mitigation costs according to the latest literature (Methods, Supplementary Note 1). The Zero Emissions scenario provides a hypothetical upper bound for the mitigation costs and includes residual impacts from historic emissions.
First, we calculated C NPV for the global climate-economy system using the base PAGE-ICE model with the legacy Arctic feedbacks, and PAGE-ICE with the nonlinear PCF and SAF representations (Fig. 5a) . In both settings, the mean total economic effects of the 1.5°C, 2°C and 2.5°C scenarios are the lowest of the seven scenarios considered, while the NDC scenarios and, particularly, the BaU scenario have much higher mean total economic effects. All the distributions have long upper tails representing a possibility of large impacts relative to the means. The tails get elongated for higher emissions scenarios and when the nonlinear PCF and SAF representations are used.
We then calculated the additional economic effect of the nonlinear PCF and SAF relative to the legacy values (Fig. 5b) . The nonlinear PCF leads to statistically significant increases in C NPV at the 5% significance level for all the scenarios considered, especially the NDC and BaU. The nonlinear correction to the SAF leads to small but statistically significant increases in C NPV for Zero Emissions and 1.5°C, 2.0°C and 2.5°C target scenarios, statistically significant decreases in C NPV for NDCs Partial and BaU, and is not significant for NDCs (all at the 5% level).
When the nonlinear PCF and SAF representations are combined, the statistical mean of the economic effect of climate change increases relative to the base estimate with the legacy PCF and SAF by $16.1 trillion (1 trillion = 10 12 ) for the counterfactual Zero Emissions scenario ($1288 trillion base estimate), $24.8 trillion for 1.5°C target ($613 trillion base estimate), $33.8 trillion for 2.0°C target ($613 trillion base estimate), $50.3 trillion for 2.5°C target ($815 trillion base estimate), $66.9 trillion for NDCs ($1390 trillion base estimate), and by $59.8 trillion for NDCs Partial ($1702 trillion base estimate). These increases are statistically significant (5% level). We also found marginal but statistically insignificant increases for BaU ($2197 trillion base estimate), which remains the most expensive and least desirable scenario.
The mean economic impact of net additional warming from the nonlinear PCF & SAF peaks at just under $70 trillion (NPV until 2300) for NDCs. To put this number into context, it exceeds the estimated long-term gains from economic development in the Arctic region through transit shipping routes 52 and mineral resource extraction 53 under high emissions scenarios by around 10 times, and could also dwarf pan-Arctic damages to infrastructure from thawing permafrost 54, 55 . The economic losses due to climate warming also tend to be higher in warmer poorer regions such as India and Africa 20 , which are also less likely to benefit from the economic opportunities associated with a warmer Arctic 56 .
Robustness of the estimates for the PCF and SAF effects. Other major feedbacks implemented in the fully-coupled GCMs such as clouds, water vapour and lapse rate contribute to overall uncertainty and state-dependency in the ECS parameter 35 . The combined magnitude of these feedbacks showed weak responses to GMST increases in CMIP3 GCMs 21 . CMIP5 GCMs, however, produced increases in the water vapour feedback in warmer climates associated with rising tropopause 57 . While the state-dependencies in the planetary feedbacks require further investigations as part of CMIP6, the evidence so far suggests that apart from the SAF effects presented here, the magnitudes of the feedbacks are less likely to decrease with GMST. This implies that our estimates for the impacts of the state-dependent PCF and SAF are likely to be on a conservative side.
The particularly large uncertainty in climate warming caused globally by clouds and aerosol parametrization is an established issue [58] [59] [60] [61] . Of the two most recent studies on the cloud feedback that were based on observational constraints, one matched closely with the ECS parameterisation from IPCC AR5 adopted in PAGE-ICE, suggesting that our climate projections are robust. The uncertainties in the permafrost models used in this study, robustness of our PCF and SAF emulators, and uncertainties in other key parameterisations such as the carbon cycle, sea level rise, mitigation business as usual pathway and economic impacts of rising temperatures are discussed in Methods and Supplementary Notes 1-3.
Discussion
We have investigated the climatic and economic impacts of two major planetary feedbacks associated with the decline of Arctic land permafrost, snow and sea ice. PCF is caused by additional CO 2 and methane emissions from thawing permafrost, and SAF is mostly driven by increased solar absorption due to the decline of Arctic sea ice and land snow covers. These two feedbacks belong to the main tipping elements in the Earth's climate system identified by recent surveys 13 . Model simulations indicate that both feedbacks accelerate the warming and are nonlinear, with the PCF being the stronger of the two, while most climate policy studies to date have assumed constant positive SAF and zero PCF, which we refer to as the legacy values. All this warrants their rigorous quantitative assessment. To perform such an assessment, we developed novel statistical emulators of the two Arctic feedbacks calibrated according to simulations results from the specialised land surface and general circulation models. The emulators allow one to study the entire parameter space, which is not possible with complex physical models, and also help establish dynamic links between highly specialized climate and economic models. We implemented the emulators dynamically inside the new integrated assessment model (IAM) PAGE-ICE, allowing us to explore nonlinear interactions between the Arctic feedbacks and the global climate and socio-economic systems under a range of scenarios consistent with the Paris Agreement.
With the current parameterisations in PAGE-ICE, adding the significant corrections from the nonlinear Arctic feedbacks to the base estimates of the mean total economic effect of climate change makes the 1.5°C target ($638 trillion) marginally more economically attractive than the 2°C target ($646 trillion). While the total economic effects of the 1.5°C and 2°C scenarios are statistically equivalent (Fig. 6) , we have several reasons to believe it would be prudent to aim for emissions towards the bottom end of the range covered by these scenarios. First, the PAGE-ICE model, in common with other aggregate IAMs, does not explicitly model other known climatic tipping elements such as Amazon rainforest, boreal forest, coral reefs and El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), as well as ocean acidification and climate-induced large-scale migration and conflict 62 (we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the total economic effects of climate change are the same for these scenarios either at the 5% or at the 10% significance level). Some of these effects are already included implicitly in the highly uncertain non-economic and discontinuity impact sectors in PAGE-ICE, contributing to the long upper tails in the distributions of the total economic effect of climate change in Fig. 5a ; even with the current parameterisations, the upper tails in the distributions are at their lowest for the 1.5°C scenario. It is possible that with an explicit modelling of the other climatic and societal tipping elements, as well as with comprehensive representation of the impacts of rising temperatures and increasing extreme weather events on economic growth 63 , both the economic effect of climate change with legacy Arctic feedbacks, and the additional impacts due to the nonlinear PCF and SAF, would be higher compared to those reported here. The associated global risks are minimised at lower emissions. Second, it is possible that recent reduction trends in the costs of mitigation technologies such as solar power 64, 65 , which are captured by PAGE-ICE, could accelerate further if appropriate policy instruments such as carbon prices are implemented globally. Third, PAGE-ICE does not account for possible co-benefits of deep mitigation as part of a wider green growth transition in 66, 67 . All these factors advocate for pursuing the target well below 2°C as the way of avoiding substantial ecological and socio-economic losses from climate change (see Supplementary Discussion for further details) 68 .
The nonlinear transitions in the two feedbacks explored in this study demonstrate the pressing need for a better understanding of state-dependent processes in the Earth's climate system, both those associated with the Arctic and beyond. This is important because triggering these and other planetary feedbacks might accelerate the pace of climate change 13, 69 and increase the risks of irreversible socio-economic losses 70 . The methodology introduced in this paper could be used to quantitatively assess the economic and climate policy implications of the other tipping elements in the Earth's climate system, including the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets, Amazon rainforest, boreal forest, Sahel and ENSO 13 . Such assessments could provide a more complete understanding of the socio-economic risks from climate change that in turn can help guide policymakers towards prudent decisions on emissions reduction targets.
Methods
Climate scenarios and model setup in PAGE-ICE. We defined the scenarios consistent with the Paris Agreement and current climate change projections by pairing representative concentration pathways (RCPs) and shared socio-economic pathways (SSPs) according to the feasible ranges of emissions for each of the five main SSPs 22, 23 . Table 1 summarises the scenarios. The imaginary Zero Emissions scenario in which all global emissions stop in the base year 2020 characterises the effect of the historic emissions on the PCF and SAF.
First, we defined a new SSPM scenario by averaging SSP2, SSP3 and SSP4 with equal weights, and paired it with RCP4.5 to represent a likely world with medium levels of emissions. Second, we paired SSP1 with RCP2.6 and SSP5 with RCP8.5, which represents the likely lower and the upper ends of the emissions range and the associated socio-economic makeup of the world. Using these low, medium and high emissions pairs, we introduced a weighting scheme that covers the entire range as the weighting parameter w changes from −1 (lower end) to +1 (upper end):
A statistical optimisation algorithm (Risk Optimiser) was then employed in PAGE-ICE to find the values of w in Equation 1 that result in a 50% probability for the GMST in 2100 to reach the levels consistent with: first, NDCs from the Paris Agreement extrapolated until 2100 (3.3°C, w = −0.14); 71 second, partially implemented NDCs representing an estimated long-term effect of the US's withdrawal from the NDCs (3.6°C, w = 0.1); 72 and third, business as usual projections without the Paris Agreement (4.2°C, w = 0.52) 71 . We also added a 2.5°C target scenario (w = −0.7) which is more ambitious than the NDCs but falls short of the 2°C target. The 1.5°C and 2°C scenarios, defined as having a 50% chance of keeping the GMST rise in 2100 below the 1.5°C and 2°C targets based on PAGE-ICE simulations, require extra abatement relative to RCP2.6. They fall outside the range covered by the SSPW and RCPW pairs described above. We, therefore, introduced an additional abatement rate relative to RCP2.6, the same for all the major GHGs represented in PAGE-ICE, and employed Risk Optimiser to find that it is equal to 0.24% per year for the 2°C target and 4.05% per year for the 2°C target scenario. Both of these scenarios overshoot their respective targets during the second half of the 21st century and imply negative CO 2 emissions thereafter.
All the RCP scenarios in PAGE-ICE are emissions-driven 73 , unlike the concentration-driven RCP scenarios that were used in most CMIP5 experiments 17 . We simulated each SSP-RCP pair out to 2300 assuming constant levels of annual emissions, constant GDP growth rates and zero population growth rates beyond 2100. Under each scenario, we ran 100,000 Monte-Carlo simulations in PAGE-ICE to perform sensitivity experiments for the climatic and economic effects of the PCF and SAF.
Emulator for the nonlinear PCF. The new dynamic emulator for CO 2 Fig. 6 Simulated difference between the total economic effects of climate change under the 2°C and 1.5°C scenarios. Probability density function (relative frequency) of the difference between the total economic effects of climate change for the 2°C and 1.5°C target scenarios with the nonlinear PCF & SAF. Horizontal axis units: $trillion, NPV until 2300, equity-weighted, PTP-discounted. 100,000 Monte-Carlo runs of PAGE-ICE. Source data are provided as a Source Data file Table 1 circulation models (GCMs) run under a range of climate scenarios out to 2300. The simulated CO 2 and methane fluxes from thawing permafrost as a function of time represent the strength and timing of the PCF. SiBCASA has fully integrated water, energy, and carbon cycles, and a modified snow model to better simulate permafrost dynamics 74 . The soil model separately tracks liquid water, ice, and frozen organic matter at each time step as prognostic variables, accounting for the effects of latent heat 7, 75 . SiBCASA separately tracks CO 2 and methane emissions. The model was used to make one of the first estimates of future permafrost degradation and global carbon emissions from thawing permafrost 7 . Here we ran multiple projections from 1901 to 2300 starting from the same initial conditions. We spun up the model until the release from permafrost carbon was negligible, ending up with 560 GtC of frozen permafrost carbon in the top three metres of soil 75, 76 by initializing the model with the observed values from the Northern Circumpolar Soil Carbon Dataset version 2 (NCSCDv2) 77 . We used the Climatic Research Unit National Centre for Environmental Predictions (CRUNCEP) reanalysis 78 scaled by global climate projections from CMIP5 17 . We chose CMIP5 models that ran both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios out to 2300 and that represent a broad range of warming above pre-industrial temperatures: CNRM-CM5, GISS-E2-H, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR and MPI-ESM-LR.
The version of JULES used here has an improved representation of physical and biogeochemical processes in the cold regions 79, 80 . Competition of vegetation was enabled, allowing the models to determine both their initial vegetation distributions and litterfall, and the response of the vegetation distribution and litterfall to climate change. The profile of soil carbon was spun up until it was in equilibrium with the 1860's climate, giving 738 GtC in the top 3m of soil. Any soil carbon in the permafrost in 1860 was labelled as permafrost carbon and traced throughout the simulation. We assumed that any part of this permafrost carbon which is emitted to the atmosphere is emitted in the form of CO 2 only. JULES was forced by climate patterns from the full set of 22 CMIP3 climate model simulations under the RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, extended out to 2300 using the IMOGEN climate emulator 28 .
The dynamic emulator of the permafrost carbon emissions is based on a nonlinear first order ODE:
Here T = AF p ·GMST is mean annual permafrost temperature anomaly in year t, averaged spatially across the estimated pre-industrial permafrost regions (□C relative to pre-industrial levels); AFp is the permafrost amplification factor which links T with the GMST anomaly; C is cumulative permafrost carbon emitted since the pre-industrial period as of time t (GtC, either CO 2 or methane component); C eq (T) is equilibrium cumulative carbon emitted for a constant permafrost temperature anomaly T, expressed as
C max is a limit on the maximum possible cumulative emissions determined by the initial carbon stock estimates in SiBCASA (560 GtC) and JULES (738 GtC); ω (GtC K −1 ) is equilibrium sensitivity of the carbon emissions to permafrost warming; τ (yr) is the time lag at t = 0 (pre-industrial) corresponding to the given C max ; p is a fixed power that defines the dynamics of how the equilibrium is approached; φ ω (Equation 3), φ τ and φ p (Equation 2) are temperature-driven corrections to the parameters ω,τ,p. All the parameters are assumed to be constant unless they are marked as functions. Equation 2 implies no regeneration of permafrost carbon stocks on the timescales considered 81 .
The emulator is calibrated, separately, to the CO 2 components of the permafrost emissions simulated by SiBCASA and JULES, and the methane component simulated by SiBCASA. Each combination of a GCM (m) and climate scenario (s), either in SiBCASA or JULES simulations, produces its own set of optimal equilibrium carbon, lag and power parameters (ω,τ, p) m,s that achieves the best emulator fit. The resulting statistics for the ω,τ, p parameters is based on the assumptions of equal weights between the GCMs and the scenarios. The corrections φ ω , φ τ , φ p (all non-negative) ensure quasi-independence of the (ω,τ, p) m,s set as a whole from the scenarios or climate models used. The latter allows us to use these sets of values to construct the corresponding probability distributions for ω,τ, p in PAGE-ICE, which are expected to work throughout the simulated range of temperatures. The type of a model described by Equation 2 and Equation 3 is often referred to as pursuit curve, and its simpler quasi-linear version (p = 0) has been employed for sea level rise emulators previously 82, 83 . Even in its simpler form, such a model has never been applied to projected permafrost emissions from process-based simulations of LSMs. The pursuit curve model ensures that there is an equilibrium level of cumulative carbon emissions from permafrost for any given level of warming globally (providing p > −1). The dynamic model formulation employed here contains the following layers of nonlinearity: nonlinear response of the equilibrium cumulative carbon to GMST changes, represented by the ωφ ω (T)·T term; evolution of the characteristic time lag for cumulative permafrost emissions with the difference between the equilibrium and realised cumulative carbon, represented by p (in the corresponding linear model p = 0 and the lag is simply equal to τ); temperature-dependence in the lag and power parameters, represented by φ τ , φ p ; and, saturation of the cumulative carbon emissions due to the permafrost carbon stock exhaustion, represented by C max .
The cumulative carbon emissions from the emulators, calibrated separately to SiBCASA and JULES simulations, were averaged with equal weights, both for CO 2 and methane, and scaled according to the uncertainty in the observed permafrost carbon stocks 31 . As JULES does not model permafrost methane emissions explicitly, the latter were inferred from its CO 2 emissions using observational constraints 84 . The resulting cumulative CO 2 and methane emissions from permafrost simulated by PAGE-ICE are plotted in Fig. 7 under the range of scenarios considered.
Emulator for the nonlinear SAF. Our nonlinear SAF estimates are based on the ALL/CLR method with atmospheric reflectivity parameterisation 32, 33 , which uses CMIP5 GCM simulations for atmospheric shortwave radiation fluxes from preindustrial conditions until either 2100 or 2300 under RCP8.5 scenario (Supplementary Note 3). None of the GCM variables were bias-corrected in order to preserve internal consistency of the sea ice and land snow physics in each model. The statistics of the nonlinear SAF assumes model democracy in the CMIP5 sample used (equal weights for all GCMs).
Applying the ALL/CLR method to the transient GCM simulations produced time series for the global RF associated with the surface albedo changes. These were differentiated with respect to GMST trends over 30-year climatological windows, separately for each model, using linear polynomial fitting to obtain climatologically-averaged SAF in each year. A Savitzky-Golay filter (base period = 31 years; polynomial order = 1) was applied to obtain smooth time series for GMST and SAF. The SAF (both global total and separately for the three main components) was then represented as a function of the GMST rise individually for each model, at which point the multi-model statistics was calculated.
We based the emulator of the global nonlinear SAF on a two-segment approximation described by the following expressions for the SAF, f(T), and the associated RF, F(T):
Here T is the GMST anomaly (not to be confused with the permafrost temperature), T * = 10°C is an empirically determined switch between the quadratic and constant SAF segments (Fig. 8) , a j are the coefficients of quadratic polynomial fitting to the multi-model mean global SAF over the T < T * segment, b 0 is average of the multi-model mean global SAF over the T ≥ T * segment, σ(ρ) is average of the multi-model SD of the global SAF over the T <T * (T ≥ T * ) segment, and ε ¼ N ð0; 1Þ. The full technical description of the implementation of the SAF emulator in PAGE-ICE is provided in Supplementary Note 3.
PAGE-ICE IAM. PAGE-ICE (v6.22) is based on the PAGE09 IAM 19, 20 . It includes several updates both to climate science and economics from IPCC AR5 and literature that followed, as well as several novel developments presented in this paper. The updates are summarised below, with the full technical description provided in Supplementary Note 1, Supplementary Figs 18-23 and Supplementary Tables 7-17. PAGE and similar IAMs do not model natural climate variability, and therefore each Monte-Carlo run is deterministic in time. This allows us to work with MonteCarlo generated probability distributions of multiple climatic and economic parameters in any fixed analysis year like 2100, as opposed to taking averages over the 30-year climatological windows (a standard requirement for any climate model data with multiple natural variability cycles). The ranges for all the uncertain parameters in PAGE-ICE are listed in the Supplementary Table 17 .
Generic updates in PAGE-ICE: first, adjusted analysis years starting with 2015 (base year), 2020, 2030, 2040, 2050, 2075, 2100, 2150, 2200, 2250 and 2300, allowing for a better representation of the essential long-term processes: permafrost emissions, winter sea ice and land snow decline and melting of the ice sheets; second, updated base year (2015) data for the emissions, temperature, population, GDP-PPP, cumulative permafrost emissions and surface albedo feedback, with uncertainty ranges for most parameters; third, updated set of emissions (RCP) and socio-economic (SSP) scenarios paired according to the RCP-SSP compatibility conditions 22 , and modified to cover the range of scenarios in line with the Paris Agreement, as well as the possibility of a reversal of climate policies in the US and globally.
Climate science updates in PAGE-ICE: first, internal dynamic representation of the nonlinear PCF and SAF using emulators based on simulations from multiple CMIP5 and CMIP3 GCMs and SiBCASA and JULES LSMs run under the extended RCP8.5, 4.5 and 2.6 (only JULES) scenarios out to 2300 (see the relevant Methods sections above); second, adjusted transient climate response (TCR), feedback response time (FRT) and ECS parameter ranges according to IPCC AR5 based on CMIP5 models, paleo-records and climate models of intermediate complexity; third, revised CO 2 cycle in line with the latest multi-model assessment of the atmospheric CO 2 response function; 85 fourth, improved GMST equation using a better numerical scheme for finite analysis periods; fifth, CMIP5-based amplification factors for the regional temperatures; sixth, changes in the implementation of the regional sulphate cooling: sulphates now add to the global forcing and affect the regional temperatures implicitly through the CMIP5-based amplification factors (their RF is not included in the regional temperature equation directly due to the complexity of climatic response to regional RFs, which requires regional climate sensitivities to be introduced; 86 seventh, approximately halved indirect sulphate cooling effect; eighth, fat-tailed distribution for the sea level rise (SLR) time lag (at the lower values end) to account for the possible acceleration in the discharge from the West Antarctica and Greenland ice sheets [87] [88] [89] [90] .
Economics updates in PAGE-ICE: first, new economic impact function based on the recent macro-econometric analysis of the effect of historic temperature shocks on economic growth in multiple countries by Burke et al. 46 , projected onto the 8 major regions of the PAGE model using population-weighted temperatures, and adapted to fit with the single year consumption-only approach for climate impacts used in PAGE; second, considerably downscaled saturation limit for the impacts; third, modified uncertainty range for the BaU scenario, which is used as a reference point for calculating the abatement costs, covering the range roughly between RCP6.0 and a pathway exceeding RCP8.5; 23 fourth, revised present-day marginal abatement cost (MAC) curves 64 , technological learning rate (CO 2 only) 65 and autonomous technological change based on energy efficiency improvements; 91 fifth, significantly downscaled discontinuity sector, which now accounts only for socio-economic tipping points such as pandemics, mass migration and wars, as well as possible other tipping points in the climate than permafrost, sea ice, land snow and lea level rise from ice sheets (the catastrophic loss of the ice sheets has been moved to the fat-tailed distribution in the sea level rise module); sixth, reduced tolerable temperature rise that gives no chance of a discontinuity; seventh, significantly decreased time constant of a discontinuity in line with its new interpretation; eighth, focus on autonomous adaptation as part of the Burke et al. economic impact function, with planned adaptation restricted to SLR impacts.
Climate model data. The complete lists of the CMIP5 and CMIP3 models used in the study are provided in Supplementary Tables 18 and 19 .
Image processing. The Figures were plotted using Matlab R2018a, IDL (Fig. 5) and Palisade Risk 7.5 (Fig. 6) . We used Matlab's Savitzky-Golay smoothing for the SAF results from CMIP5 ( Fig. 2) and Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Polynomial (PCHIP) interpolation for the time-series results from PAGE-ICE.
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Code availability
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